
 

'Light on a chip' potential seen by scientists
spoofing natural phenomenon

July 8 2004

An ultrafine nanometre 'drill' could be used to make some of the tiniest
lenses imaginable and may also allow scientists to harness light for use in
optical computers of the future, thanks to research published today.
Scientists from the UK and Spain describe in this week's Science
Express (8 July) how artificial materials with tiny grooves and holes
drilled into their surfaces could channel and focus light beams on a chip.

When light hits the surface of a metal such as silver, as well as a
reflection, another form of light is excited at the surface. This light,
bound to the surface as a small mixture of light and electrons, is called a
surface plasmon, its behaviour likened to waves on the surface of a 'sea'
of electrons. For many years a curiosity, the properties of plasmons have
only recently been fully explored.

In their paper this week, the theorists show that holes perforating a
surface can spoof the creation of these plasmons, and they suggest that
the effect could be harnessed to channel light at tiny scales, overcoming
one of the constraints facing designers of the first optical computer.

"They aren't really plasmons but they behave like them," says Professor
Sir John Pendry of Imperial College London and first author of the
paper. "They capture light and lock them up in very tiny spaces."

The holes, which may be just a few tens of nanometres wide, can be
made using a special 'drill' called an ion-beam. A human hair is 100
times larger in diameter by comparison.
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This work suggests that engineered surface plasmons could be as simple
as drilling holes in a perfectly conducting material.

"It opens up a new dimension of design for the people looking to use
surface plasmons to put light on a chip," says Sir John.

By analogy with an electronic chip full of transistors, the most basic
requirement is to join the bits together with wires. But in using light
instead of electrons the challenge is how to replace the wires to move
light around the chip. Optical fibre is not the answer as it is 50 microns
wide and as big as the chip.

"Instead of etching a path on a chip, now we could drill holes to make a
path to control light on a chip," says Sir John. "The plasmons contain the
same signals as the light exciting them and therefore can be used to
transport information across the surface."

"Alternatively we could send the plasmons across the surface in free
flight, rather than in channels. We could drill holes to make lenses to
focus it."

Another use could be in shaping light. As light goes through holes in
surfaces, smaller drilled grooves around the hole act to stop the light
spreading out, focusing it instead, and in effect forming one of the
tiniest lenses in the world at just a few microns wide.

Research by Thomas Ebbesen and colleagues in 1998 at the University
Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, demonstrated a way of forcing light to go
through tiny holes at the surface of a metal. By turning light into a
surface plasmon then back again, they demonstrated that the effect
worked, but only with the metals silver and gold. The theorists
speculated that a material could be engineered that does not naturally
have surface plasmons yet still has the same effect.
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"It turns out that if you take something completely inert, just by drilling
holes you can make it behave as if it's got these surface excitations," says
Sir John. "If you've got holes and you try to bounce light off the surface
some light stays stuck in the holes, just as if it were stuck to the surface
of silver in a surface plasmon."

Surface plasmons were first described by Rufus Ritchie in the 1950s and
subsequently applied by Ritchie and others to energy loss by the high
voltage electrons in an electron microscope.

This work is part of a European collaboration between researchers at
Imperial, University of Exeter, Strasbourg, Madrid and Zaragoza. The
European Commission provided financial support for this research under
project FP6-NMP4-CT-2003-505699.
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